
Stressed out from your job? Life’s got you
in a tizzy? Is your stomach in knots trying
to find parts for that last Electronics Now
project? With this simple device and an
IBM or compatible PC, you can use
biofeedback techniques to smooth over
some of life’s rougher edges and calm
your jangled nerves.

S tress reduction through biolog-
ical feedback is a time-tested
and relatively simple process. It

consists of measuring a person’s level
of stress while thinking of various
things. The current stress level is fed
back to the person in real time, usually
by some form of audio tone, lights, or
other display. You can then discover
the mental exercises that aid in reduc-
ing stress, and eventually use those
exercises in everyday situations with-
out biofeedback assistance. In a
sense, biofeedback devices can be
thought of as a set of mental training
wheels. Once you get the hang of
controlling your stress levels, you no
longer need to rely on artificial sup-
port.

Note: If you have either a serious or
medically-related stress problem, you
should only attempt biofeedback or
other types of treatment under the
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direction and guidance of a doctor
or other medical professional. But
for those of us who just want to reduce
everyday tension, or simply relax, a
self-administered biofeedback pro-
gram is both safe and beneficial.

To make our monitor work, we ob-
viously need a way to measure a per-
son’s stress level. Galvanic skin
response (GSR), which is the measure-
ment of the electrical resistance of
the skin, changes with various levels of
stress. Therefore, a GSR sensor whose
output can be examined and fed back
in real time would  make an effective
basis for a biofeedback system.

Over the years, there have been
many such devices with a sensor
based on a resistance-to-frequency
conversion technique The stress-level
monitor was in the form of discrete
circuitry, a microprocessor,  or a com-
puter of some type. In today’s high-
speed, Windows-based PC world, the
computer-based resistance-to-fre-
quency approach has a few draw-

backs. First, that system depends on
the microprocessor clock speed. and
must be adjusted from computer to
computer Second, the sensor’s fre-
quency varies directly with the gal-
vanic skin resistance. That causes an
annoying disparity between the feed-.
back rate at calm levels (very slow)
and tense levels (very fast]. Lastly, the
sampling is interrupted periodically
by the PC as it does “overhead” stuff
(like keeping the clock updated). That
is even more pronounced if you use it
in an MS-DOS environment under
Windows. The result is random varia-
tions in the sensor output that can
cause shifts in  the displayed stress
level.

The Stress-A-Bater biofeedback
monitor discussed here is a low-cost
PC-based home biofeedback system
that eliminates the drawbacks of resis-
tance-to-frequency GSR sensors. It
uses an analog-to-digital (ND] con-
verter that measures GSR by referenc-
ing it to a fixed, known resistance.
Common parts are used throughout,
and no special construction tech-
niques are required. The Stress-A-














